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Power Platform Quick Start
Build High-Value Solutions & Comply with IT and Business Policies

OVERVIEW

The popularity of the Power Platform has grown substantially in the last few 
years. Team members do not have to be coders or software programmers to 
build apps and flows if they use tools such as Power Apps, Power Automate, 
Power BI and Power Virtual Agents. Although the new generation of citizen 
developers is a productivity success for many companies, users could potentially 
have access to sensitive data if the right governance rules are not in place.   

Catapult’s Power Platform Quick Start will help you set the foundation and 
create a roadmap to establish a strong Power Platform strategy in as little as two 
weeks. Through a variety of workshops, our Productivity experts will deep dive 
into your environment, review your data loss prevention policies, explore your 
current security and licensing state, and help you create a road map that works 
for you. Our Power Platform Quick Start is perfect for organizations that are new 
to the Power Platform or need help improving the ability to govern their current 
environment.

WHAT YOU GET:  Findings, recommendations, and prioritized roadmap that will 
take you to the next level.

LENGTH: 2-3 weeks
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BENEFITS & VALUE
• Gain an understanding of what Power Platform is and how it 

can be utilized to help you grow in a controlled manner.

• Become familiar with best practices to improve overall Power 
Platform use and governance

• Get a detailed roadmap on implementing a successful  
strategy

• Get access to a team of Power Platform and productivity 

experts
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How can we help you?
www.catapultsystems.com
1-800-528-6248   info@CatapultSystems.com

2020 MSUS Partner 
Award Winner
Azure – DevOps

FY20 US 
Top Microsoft 365 
Security Partner

POWER PLATFORM WORKSHOPS

Catapult will assess your environment to determine your baseline and place you in the correct workshop phase.

Environment Strategy Workshop 
• Overview of Environments 

• Application Lifecycle Management best practices

• Current environment state walkthrough

• Environment details report from Center of Excellence 
(CoE) to track usage

Data Loss Prevention Policies Workshop
• DLP Overview

• Categorize business data vs non-business data vs 
connectors to block

• Review DLP App from CoE to analyze impact

Security Workshop
• Security of apps and flows overview

• Best practices and recommendations

• Power Platform admin roles and responsibilities

• Guest user access

Licensing Management Workshop
• Licensing Overview

• Self-service licensing option 

• Premium connector usage report from CoE to audit licensing

Road Map Planning Workshop
• Discuss how Power Platform and M365 fit in IT road map

• Identify potential PP configuration and solutions for the 
road map

Center of Excellence (CoE) Workshop
• Walkthrough of CoE Components

• Extend and modify components – discussion

Architect and Business Analyst Guidance Workshop
• Determine what to use for development:  Power Platform 

vs. Dynamics vs. App Dev

• Decide what to manage: IT controlled solutions vs. end 
user-built solutions

COST: $12,000
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WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?

Your next step is to implement the solution(s) on your roadmap and begin your tactical journey to a secure and governed Power 
Platform environment. Catapult can provide a team of Power Platform and Productivity experts to collaborate with your team to 
develop, test, and deploy your solutions

OUR APPROACH:

Building and  
delivering


